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Functional limitations and evacuation performance

- Prevalence of functional limitations 

increasing (ageing population) 

- Accessibility is increasing

EGRESSIBILITY

Accessibility to means of evacuation



Functional limitations and evacuation performance

Functional limitation = Restriction in performance

Models of disability

Biopsychosocial Model

Medical Model

“Her impairment is 

the problem! 

Rehabilitation is 

needed so she can 

walk”.”

Social Model

“The stairs are 

the problem! 

There should be 

a ramp.”

“She has an impairment and is 

restricted in walking in stairs. 

A holistic approach is needed 

to support her mobility”



Functional limitations and evacuation performance

Literature review on evacuation of people with functional 

limitations (and related accessibility research)

International Classification of Functioning, 

Disability and Health (ICF)
Evacuation timeline



Functional limitations and evacuation performance

Coupling functioning according to ICF with evacuation activities

O. Bukvic, G. Carlsson, G. Gefenaite, B. Slaug, S. M. Schmidt, and E. Ronchi, “A review on the role of functional limitations on evacuation 

performance using the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health,” Fire Technol, Sep. 2020, doi: 10.1007/s10694-020-01034-5.

Systematic categorization of functional limitations in the 

evacuation context



Perspectives on egressibility

28 participants 

Diversity in functional limitations

Age 61-88

Qualitative study to investigate the subjective perspectives on egressibility of older people 

with functional limitations, including person-environment interactions and strategies to 

mitigate issues

Semi-structured interviews for data collection

Reflexive thematic analysis for data analysis

THREE THEMES IDENTIFIED

Smedberg, E., Carlsson, G., Gefenaite, G., Slaug, B., Schmidt, S. M., & Ronchi, E. (2022). Perspectives on egressibility of older people with

functional limitations. Fire Safety Journal, 127, 103509. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.firesaf.2021.103509



Perspectives on egressibility

Other people’s 

difficulties in 

understanding

People don’t understand my 

problems and don’t know 

how to help me.

Visible limitations are 

shown more consideration.

Others have a hard time 

knowing how limited I am

Hard to make people 

understand that I cannot 

hear

Others harm instead of help

Those who try to help 

become vulnerable

People show more 

consideration when they see 

that I am in a wheelchair

If people see that I have 

problems, maybe I’ll get help



I try to ensure that I have enough time available to 

compensate for my limitation

Perspectives on egressibility

I don’t visit places with stairs

Strategies to 

cope with the 

limitation

Adjusting behaviour.

Using the other senses.

I avoid rush-hour

I ask other when I cannot see 

what it [e.g., the sign] says

I can see instead of hearing

I have to accept my limitation and take the 

same route as everyone else

I would use the escalator if I 

had to

I use smells to help with 

orientation “Pushing through”.

I must look around more due 

to vision loss



Perspectives on egressibility

Difficult to know if other 

people would help me

Uncertainty of 

evacuation

I don’t know how 

others would react.

I don’t know how I

would react.

I’m not a worried 

person.

Difficult to know how I would 

react in an evacuation

My reaction would be 

dependent on the situation

People only care about 

themselves in an emergency

People are helpful in 

everyday situations

People are happy to help

I don’t worry about 

evacuation situations

I don’t avoid environments 

due to evacuation safety



The Egress Enabler

• An assessment instrument (in a simple 

spreadsheet format) for egressibility in public 

buildings 

• Based on the Housing Enabler, an 

accessibility instrument with 20+ years of 

development and application 

• Accessibility is seen as a measurable entity

• Tested for reliability and validity



The Egress Enabler

A personal component

Presence of functional limitations (binary variables)

An environmental component

Presence of environmental barriers through checklist items (binary 

variables)

The analysis

Severity estimates from co-existence of environmental barriers and 

functional limitations (numerical variables)

It mirrors the approach of the Housing Enabler



The Egress Enabler

Literature reviews

Accessibility Evacuation

Duplicates

Categorising into sub-scales

Expert panel

Low validity items

Absence of features

Final pool of items

Environmental componentPersonal component



The Egress Enabler

The analysis: Score system

Comparing environmental features for different people

Personal componentEnvironmental component

Severity scores



Gaps and evacuation modelling implications 

Main research gaps

Cognitive limitations

Smell

Temporal dimension

Upper/lower extremities

Accessibility does not look at 

”how long it takes”

Most research is about lower

mobility, need to study upper

extremities

No research on ability to smell

smoke!

Difficult to collect data due to 

ethical issues



Gaps and evacuation modelling implications 

Need for a paradigm shift in FSE → Need to make use of 

research in the Health Science domain!

Foundation for a new stream of research → Egressibility

Need for more empirical studies on functional limitations vs 

evacuation

Our work is based on the concept of equal rights to safety



Gaps and evacuation modelling implications 

Lack of resolution in personal component → Risk for oversimplification of functional 

limitations in modelling applications (looking mostly at mobility limitations)

Lack of data → Hard to model certain type of limitations, since limited or no empirical 

research is available (e.g., cognitive limitations, smell, speech, hearing limitations, visual 

limitations, upper extremity)

Evacuation model developments → Interaction between given occupant profiles and 

environment could be improved (i.e., environmental features directly affecting behaviours)

Evacuation model developments → Lack of environmental features → Most 

environments consider only static features of the building explicitly

Evacuation model calibration→ In absence of data and explicit modelling features, need 

for flexible models for case-to-case input calibrations
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